FUN FACT FROM EYEGLASSUNIVERSE.COM

Various estimates place the percentage of people on earth who need glasses for vision at between 65-75%. In the United States, according to the Vision Council of America, the estimate is closer to 75%.

TWO QUESTIONS AND TWO ANSWERS?

Q: Why shop at EyeglassUniverse.com?
A: To find a great value. We've searched the world over to find some of the best eyewear values and mated them up with quality lenses. Rather than offer single vision plastic lenses as part of a package frame and lens price, we give you the choice of several different materials. We also go one better. 100% of our stock single vision lenses include basic anti-reflective coating without additional charge. Now that helps you get some of the best eyeglass values in the Universe.

Q: Can I put prescription sunglass lenses in any frame?
A: Usually the answer is – Yes. We can make polarized or photochromic lenses for almost every frame we have. We can also tint plastic lenses dark enough to make great and inexpensive sunglasses.

“Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts.”
Winston Churchill

FANTASTIC SEELINE FRAMES

EyeglassUniverse.com is proud to offer the inspired optical frames of SEEline by American Vision. They include fashion colors, innovative materials, and stylish designs in full frame, semi-rimless, and rimless construction.

American Vision also provides EyeglassUniverse.com their One Ad Infinitum frames line and these include such interesting materials as carbon fiber, titanium, and TR90 plastics. Most of their line includes spring hinges and all of their frames are provided a one year warranty for manufacturer defects.

FINALLY: A SUCCESS

They say, good things come to those who wait but I confess that waiting for our web store to be designed and wired together over these many months has been excruciating.

Nevertheless, I am proud to announce a soft start for my web store featuring quality eyewear, ophthalmic lenses, contacts and accessories at:
www.eyeglassuniverse.com

It’s live as of Tuesday December 2, 2013. You’ll find great values and an additional 40% discount on your purchase now through December 31, 2013.
THE STATE OF THE ART

EyeglassUniverse.com has selected the Santinelli LEX1000 as the edging platform for their finishing laboratory. The LEX provides a fantastic range of capabilities for modern lens processing including the latest techniques of edge beveling designed to help conceal the thick edges of minus lenses. We have coupled the LEX with digital blocking equipment and the LEX Drill so we can provide almost every possible advantage to our patients and eyeglass customers. The LEX can accurately trace the frame, transmit the coordinates to the Blocker where we can precisely configure the lens for shaping. And drill mount (rimless) coordinates are already located so that necessary holes are just one additional step away for perfect outcomes every time.

WANT SOMETHING ELSE?

Let us know what you want to know more about. We can blather on about things we find interesting but we'd rather provide content that helps you get the best out of your eyeglass purchase...

Until next time...See you around the Universe soon.
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